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Goal Signs

Supplies:  

1.  Paper Cup (1 per girl) (Sturdy thick 
paper based party cups work best)
2.  Round dowel (1 per girl)
3.  Large craft sticks (5 per girl)
4.  “Awesome Goals” clip art (1 label per 
girl) (print sheet of 6 on adhesive stock)
5.  Glue Dots
6.  Markers
7.  Scissors to cut out clip art.
8.  Floral foam - for inside cup
7.  Heavy Duty Cutters (optional - to cut 
craft sticks to �at or arrow-like ends.) 
(Package  opener - pictured below - works 
well.)  

1.  Invite girls to make a list of goals for using their 
cookie proceeds, and develop a plan and budget for 
reaching them, using the Goal Budget worksheet.
2.  Place the “Altogether Awesome Goals” sticker on 
the cup.
3.  Use the cutters to trim the craft stick ends to the 
shapes you desire
4.  Use markers to write a title, on one of the craft 
sticks.  (such as “My Altogether Awesome Goals”)
5.  Use markers to write a di�erent goal/activity 
along with the number of packages you need to sell 
to fund the activity on the other 4 sticks.
6.  Place a piece of craft foam inside the cup.
7.  Poke one end of the wooden dowel into the 
center of the upside down cup, and down into the 
craft foam.
8.  Use glue dots to secure the craft sticks to the 
wooden dowel, with the title stick at the top.

Bring a little beach inspiration to your day when 
you let your destination be known with these 
goal-themed directional signs.  With space to 
include your box goal on each sign, motivated 
teens will have aclear path to cookie success.  
Use the Goal Budget worksheet to establish a 
goal and develop a budget for reaching it.  

Take it to the next step.  Check out the Cadette Business Plan badge and 
the Budgeting badge for more goal planning and budgeting activities. 
 

Check out “Goal Setting 1A” and “Money Management 3A”  
in the Cookie Activity Pin requirements to see how this activity 
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